Benchmark and Bellwork Essay Submission

To submit this essay, follow these steps:

1. Go to BorgerHighEnglish2.net
2. Hover over "All English II Resources" then Click on 5th sw
3. (You will need the class code under the teacher's name for your first time logging in! Write it down now) CODE ___________
4. Now click the button with your teacher's name. "Moore's Essays Google Form" or "Payton's Essays Google Form" THIS WILL TAKE YOU TO GOOGLE CLASSROOM.
5. When you click the link, it will either say "Class not found" (go to step 5 now) or it could have another Google Classroom that you are already in, like Robotics for example (If this is you, go to step 6 and skip step 5).
6. Hit the plus sign at the top right for "Join a class."
7. Enter the code* for your teacher's google classroom (*the code from step 3)
8. Click the blue clipboard with "Benchmark Essay"
9. Click the plus sign to "create" click "Docs" Your name and the assignment name "Benchmark essay" pop up.
10. Click the assignment that popped up with your name on it and start typing your benchmark essay.
11. When you are done typing your essay, click "Turn in" at the top right.

Submitting Bell work Essays:

1. Go to BorgerHighEnglish2.net
2. Hover over "All English II Resources" then Click on 5th sw
3. Click the Google Form button for your teacher. (This will actually take you to the Benchmark Essay assignment, so follow the remaining steps to get to your NEW assignment.)
4. Make sure the Benchmark Essay says "submitted." Otherwise, click "Turn in"
5. Go to the top left with your teacher's name. Click it.
6. In the top middle, click "Classwork" The first time you go to this step, a popup will tell you what it means to click "classwork"
7. Any assignments you have left to do will be blue. Any assignments you have already turned in should be gray. I apologize if you're color blind. Maybe they are different shades of the same color.